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08 Forgotten classics
Richard Swinburne looks back at the modding components that have been lost in the name of progress.

10 Netgames
Netflix is rumoured to be moving into game streaming and, based on the company’s past record, Tracy King thinks it’s sure to be a hit.

24 Thermaltake ToughRAM
Can RAM be tough? No, not really, but it can be fast and blingtastic, as is the case here.

26 27in monitor for £199
Dell’s S2721HGF costs under £200, has a 144Hz refresh and is compatible with both FreeSync and G-Sync.

32 Alienware m17 R4
Premium and pricey, Alienware’s new 17in laptop is a gaming powerhouse.

42 Solid options
Antony Leather puts eight of the latest NVMe SSDs to the test, including both PCI-E 3 and PCI-E 4 models.

52 Rapid rodents
Eight of the latest symmetrically shaped gaming mice are put through their paces by Edward Chester.

71 Oddworld Soulstorm
Is the latest entry in the Oddworld series a must have? Rick Lane bares his soul.

78 Build a better PC
From avoiding pitfalls to keeping the interior tidy, Antony Leather provides his top tips on getting the best from your next PC build.

90 Do you need a fast SSD?
SSDs continue to get faster, but do we need the speed of the latest SSDs? Edward Chester and Ben Hardwidge find out.

96 Serving up a storm
Like to tinker with old Amigas? The PiStorm offers a cheap and highly capable means of upgrading performance and I/O.

102 Team waterwork
It can be costly to get into water cooling, and Antony Leather thinks manufacturers should offer more cut-price bundles.

104 How to guides
Antony Leather shows you how to install a water-cooling distro plate and mod your GPU cooler.

114 Max power
The trials and tribulations of buying a car are similar to buying PCs, argues James Gorbold.